of Glendale. Carlos was a gentleman in every sense of the word—kind, thoughtful, and absolutely dedicated to serving his constituents.

When I was first running for office early in my career and met Carlos, he was always gracious, ever so slightly, taking me under his wing and giving me advice and counsel, though we were in different parties. He was at all times hard-working and ethical. I never remember Carlos saying an ill word about anyone. He was able to disagree about policy without making it personal, and he provided a great example for another generation that has gotten away from that kind of civility.

Carlos served the communities in his district ably and effectively throughout his years in Congress. He served as ranking member on both the Judiciary and Energy and Commerce Committees during his tenure. He was particularly known for his expertise on energy policy and intellectual property.

Carlos was survived by his wife, Valerie; three children; six grandchildren; a sister; three nieces; and nephews.

MOOD OF SILENCE

I would ask you all to join me in a moment of silence in memory of Carlos Moorhead. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM

(Mr. HOYER asked and was given permission to address the House for one minute.)

Mr. HOYER. Mr. Speaker, I yield to my friend from Virginia, the majority leader, for the purpose of inquiring about the schedule for the week to come.

Mr. CANTOR. I thank the gentleman from Maryland, the Democratic whip, for yielding.

Mr. Speaker, on Monday the House will meet at noon for legislative business. However, no votes are expected in the House.

On Tuesday and Wednesday, the House will meet at 10 a.m. for morning hour and noon for legislative business. On Thursday the House will meet at 9 a.m. for legislative business. We currently expect last votes for the week no later than 3 p.m. on Thursday, but Members are advised to keep their schedules flexible while we monitor the progress of all of the discussions going on with the gentleman’s side of the aisle, both in this Chamber and the one across the way.

Mr. HOYER. Reclaiming my time, thank you for that.

Let me posit a possibility here. Thursday at 3 o’clock we clearly, I don’t believe, aren’t going to finish the business that we need to finish before we leave. Therefore, my presumption is that we’ll do the week in the following week. Therefore, Friday would not be the last day and therefore we could do whatever we have to do on a Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and we should plan on a five-day week at least for the following week.

Is that correct?

Mr. CANTOR. Mr. Speaker, I would say to the gentleman again the request is for Members to leave their schedules flexible. As I indicated we do expect to be in session through December 12 but the exact voting schedule is unknown at this time and will depend upon the discussions surrounding the issues that we need to address prior to the Christmas holiday.

Mr. HOYER. Further on the schedule, just so on the House floor we have pretty clear information, the week of the 19th, which is the following week, can you give me some thought on what you are advising your Members with respect to the week of the 19th?

I yield to my friend.

Mr. CANTOR. Mr. Speaker, I say to the gentleman I join with the Speaker in saying that we want to be out of here by the 16th, and it will all depend on whether we get the work done. It is not our desire to be here the week running up to Christmas. And I would say to the gentleman that it is my hope that we can finish our business by the end of the week of the 12th.

---

Mr. HOYER. I want to tell my friend that there is overwhelming bipartisan support on the gentleman’s hope; but for the purposes of my Members, I will say that I would hope our Members would take the flexibility beyond the week ending on the 16th and make sure, at least on the 19th and 20th and 21st, that they’re flexible as well. I think none of us want to be meeting that week, but we have a lot of work to do, as the gentleman knows.

The gentleman has announced that we may go to conference next week on the MiCon bill that was passed by the House and the Senate. It is the only bill that, I think, is in that status.

Do you anticipate other bills being added in that conference? Of course, we all know there are nine appropriations bills which still remain unpassed, a number of which have not passed the Senate and some of which have not passed the House, itself.

Will the gentleman clarify the situation that may result or may be effective as it relates to such a conference with respect to the other appropriations bills?

Mr. CANTOR. The gentleman is asking about the shape or form of an appropriations package and what it is we’ll be voting on. As the gentleman knows, the committee on both sides of the aisle is engaging in discussions to try and finish up our work, and I look forward to that happening, again, within the time frame in which both of us would like to see it happen.

Mr. HOYER. That’s not clarify it very much, but I understand the gentleman’s problem with respect to what is being done. Let me ask the gentleman:

If we can’t get agreement, in light of the gentleman’s focus on the 16th as the date of adjournment, is the gentleman saying that we might consider a CR for some period of time, either a balance-of-the-year continuing resolution or a continuing resolution for some other time?

Mr. CANTOR. Our hope is, again, to be able to avoid that so that we can have a full appropriations package to dictate the priorities that we can agree upon for spending in the rest of the year.

Again, as the gentleman knows, we are operating within the context of the Budget Control Act, the agreement that was put into law at the end of the debt ceiling discussions at the beginning of August of this year. The amount of spending reductions is not within for many of us on our side of the aisle and perhaps may not be enough or too much on his side of the aisle; but we are operating under the
deal that was agreed upon, and the hope is to try and finalize all bills; and we're working towards that end at this point.

I thank the gentleman for the question.

Mr. HOYER. I thank the gentleman for that information.

I am pleased to hear that he is going to be sticking with the level of funding that we agreed upon. I think the gentleman's observation is correct; there are many in my side who believe that is lower than is necessary to meet the responsibilities they would like to see met, and on your side it's too much in terms of the fiscal situation that confronts us; but I am pleased to hear that we're going to be consistent with the 1.483 discretionary number that was set forth in the Budget Control Act.

My friend knows that, in the Budget Control Act, we also provided for some headroom for emergency spending as a result of disasters. The gentleman well knows our region in the Northeast was hit very hard by a hurricane. We've had an earthquake. We've had tornadoes and other natural disasters. That gave $11 billion of headroom.

Will we continue to honor that part of the agreement as well?

Mr. CANTOR. As I said earlier to the gentleman, our intention is to operate and abide by the terms of the Budget Control Act.

Mr. HOYER. I thank the gentleman for that.

I was profoundly disappointed that the so-called supercommittee, or the special committee on deficit reduction, either was unable to reach an agreement on at least a $1 trillion agreement to reduce our deficit or, as I had urged individually, to extend its life for a period of time, 60 to 90 days, which would have allowed us further opportunity to reach such a deal.

I think that absolutely essential for our country. I think it would be an extraordinary plus for our economy if we were to reach such an agreement. I think it would raise the confidence of the American people and raise the confidence of the international community and, not inconsequentially, that of the rating agencies as well. We didn't reach an agreement. We didn't extend the life of that commission. I would like to see us set up another process which would accelerate consideration of such an agreement.

Having said that, we built into the Budget Control Act a disciplinary consequence of that failure, which was the sequester—a $1.2 trillion across-the-board cut, divided equally between defense and non-defense discretionary spending. The Speaker had said that we are morally bound to accept the defense cuts if the supercommittee failed.

I wonder if you support the Speaker in that?

Mr. CANTOR. I'd say to the gentleman that I don't know the quote from which the gentleman pulls as to the Speaker's statement. I know that I share with the Speaker a commitment towards fiscal discipline and that there will be the requisite cuts to go along with the increase in the debt ceiling that will occur by law at the end of this year.

It is my hope that we can act in a bipartisan way to find a way to implement cuts that can replace the across-the-board cuts that will do what, I believe, is irreparable damage to the Defense Department and our ability to defend this country.

If I could cite the Speaker, quote from Secretary Panetta, who said as recently as Monday, "If Congress fails to act over the next year, the Department of Defense will face devastating, automatic, across-the-board cuts that will tear a seam in the Nation's defense."

He went on to say, "The half-trillion in additional cuts demanded by sequestration would lead to a hollow force incapable of sustaining the missions it is assigned." Furthermore, "the Pentagon's military strategy to support U.S. troops and their families also would be jeopardized if the automatic cuts," as designed, "are allowed to go into effect."

Mr. Speaker, he ended his statement by saying, "Our troops deserve better and our Nation demands better."

I'd say to the gentleman that it is my hope that we can work in a bipartisan fashion to try and do that which eluded the supercommittee and the other efforts along the way this year to try and come up with the requisite cuts. Again, I hope that we could do so and make sure the cuts are there, not avoid the cuts, but also not allow them to eviscerate our ability to defend this country.

Mr. HOYER. I thank the gentleman for his comments, and I appreciate Mr. Panetta's quote. I believe Mr. Panetta's quote is an accurate quote and, I believe, substantively correct.

Let me cite the gentleman another quote from the former chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Admiral Michael Mullen. I know the gentleman knows Admiral Mullen, who served so ably as the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

He said, "The most significant threat to our national security is our debt."

He went on to say, "And the reason I say that is because the ability for our country to resource our military—and that's certainly my recommendation and understanding about what our national security requirements are—is going to be directly proportional—over time, not next year or the year after, but over time—to help our economy."

So I would agree with the gentleman that we need to reach a bipartisan agreement. I would hope the gentleman would share my view that we need to reach a bipartisan agreement on a big deal. A little deal, as the Speaker and I have discussed, will simply push off until next year and the year after in just doing it incrementally. That will not give confidence to the markets. It will not give confidence to the business community. It will not help our economy either domestically or internationally.

So my concern, I tell my friend, is if we now walk away from the sequester, as we have walked away from too many agreements in the past, we will again recommit to our fiscal discipline, remove the imperative, remove the imperative, as the gentleman points out, for coming to a bipartisan agreement, which is Bowles-Simpson, Rivlin-Domenici, the Gang of Six.

As the 100, the 40 Republicans and 60 Democrats, as the 46 equally divided between Republicans and Democrats have said, we need to reach a balanced deal: a deal which will restrain and cut spending, a deal that will deal with entitlement sustainability over time, and a deal that will provide a revenue stream that will allow us to fund what we believe to be absolutely essential, of which, as the gentleman points out, and he and I agree, national security is one.

So I would hope that we would not walk away from that disciplinary imperative, in fact, I have Republicans and Democrats come to an agreement.

I yield to my friend.

Mr. CANTOR. I thank the gentleman. Mr. Speaker, no one is talking about walking away from fiscal discipline, and I share in the desire to try and address the real problem here, which is Washington spending.

As the gentleman knows, the Republican majority in the House has the only plan on the table that actually is a big deal that fixes the problem. Unfortunately, there's just not an agreement on those very big issues.

As I've said and indicated earlier, there have been at least three attempts this year to chase the so-called big deal, and the problem is there's no agreement. There's no agreement on doing what's necessary to fix the real problem. And so if we've been there—and the President, himself, has said that there may be some issues that have to be disposed of or resolved in next year's election, but it doesn't mean we can't make some incremental progress.

I disagree with the gentleman, Mr. Speaker, that somehow if we make some progress, that somehow takes away from our ability to solve big problems. We have already demonstrated around here the bar is pretty low when it comes to fixing big problems, and that's unfortunate, but it doesn't mean that we can't work incrementally together to address priorities.

I'm with the gentleman. I know that the response from the markets and otherwise are not going to be as positive if we don't fix the problem through a so-called big deal. But the point of contention is, one, the unwillingness to fix the problem, otherwise are not going to be as positive if we don't fix the problem through a so-called big deal. But the point of contention is, one, the unwillingness to fix the problem, otherwise are not going to be as positive if we don't fix the problem through a so-called big deal. But the point of contention is, one, the unwillingness to fix the problem, otherwise are not going to be as positive if we don't fix the problem through a so-called big deal. But the point of contention is, one, the unwillingness to fix the problem, otherwise are not going to be as positive if we don't fix the problem through a so-called big deal. But the point of contention is, one, the unwillingness to fix the problem, otherwise are not going to be as positive if we don't fix the problem through a so-called big deal. But the point of contention is, one, the unwillingness to fix the problem, otherwise are not going to be as positive if we don't fix the problem through a so-called big deal. But the point of contention is, one, the unwillingness to fix the problem, otherwise are not going to be as positive if we don't fix the problem through a so-called big deal. But the point of contention is, one, the unwillingness to fix the problem, otherwise are not going to be as positive if we don't fix the problem through a so-called big deal. But the point of contention is, one, the unwillingness to fix the problem.
is we don’t believe that now is the time to raise taxes on small business men and women.

And it’s not the millionaires and billionaires; that’s not the point. We don’t believe that when you want to grow the economy, when you want to create jobs, you should be putting a higher burden on the small business people of this country to create the jobs we want.

So if we know that there’s that divide—tax cuts really seem to play out for 8 or 9 months—let’s try to work incrementally together in a bipartisan way, the way most people do that have differences, come together where you can set aside the differences.

Mr. HOYER. I thank the gentleman for his comments.

I think that both sides have shown some flexibility in some respects. Certainly a number of Republicans and Democrats showed flexibility on the Bowles-Simpson Commission.

Now, some of the House Members on the Republican side showed that flexibility, for reasons that I’ve heard them articulate. I understand they had reasons. But, unfortunately, we didn’t get to the 14 votes in a bipartisan way on the Commission report, because you know, I was not on the Commission, but I supported the Commission’s report, would have voted for the Commission’s report, as did Mr. DURBIN, the majority whip in the Senate.

Let me say to the gentleman, with respect to small business, nobody wants to put taxes on small business. As a matter of fact, we want to reduce taxes for small business. We offered that on the floor in the United States Senate yesterday. Every Democrat but one voted for that yesterday. Unfortunately, it did not pass. Your side, as you know, offered an alternative, an alternative which didn’t even enjoy the support of the majority of your party.

So if you look to bipartisan support, but I wish the gentleman would, when we talk about trying to ask some of the wealthiest people in America to pay a little more—not a lot more, but a little more—to meet the obligations so our country is fiscally sound, would not keep putting forth this, what I believe to be, windmill of small business.

We are for small business. This tax cut would reduce substantially taxes on small business. Your party, the majority, voted against it in the United States Senate. It hasn’t been brought to the floor.

We would hope that we would extend the tax cut for middle class working people and not restore that tax, and that that would affect both individuals and, as the gentleman knows, small business. So we have a tax cut that we’re recommending. The President has gone all over the country and talked about it, but it hasn’t been brought to the floor. We think that’s regrettable. We would hope you would do that.

Furthermore, frankly, the millionaires’ tax, the billionaires’ tax is, as you know, a net taxable income level. It’s not going to hurt small business at all. It’s not going to hurt job creators at all. And, very frankly, I will tell my friend, we continue to follow an agenda which I don’t think you can quote me an economist. That will tell me that you would cut corporate bills that we’ve been spending time on, day after day, week after week—which I know sounds good to your people. We need regulatory reform. We need regulatory simplification. We need to make it in America. But the kind of, that one of your committees brought forward, whether it’s regulations being proposed by the EPA, those being proposed by the NLRB, or any of the other measures, the ones that we passed on the floor today, these are measures to remove the uncertainty of added costs to our businesses, our small business men and women. Today’s measures and this week’s measures went to the fact that we need some common sense put back into the regulatory process.

We want to make sure that agencies take into consideration their actions and the consequences those actions have on small businesses. We want to make sure that the agencies are going through a cost-benefit analysis that’s a balanced and sensible approach. And yes, I think you will find agreement among everyone that you’ve got that kind of certainty, you will lend the process towards a better economy to create jobs, and I yield back.

Mr. HOYER. I thank the gentleman for his comment. I take from his comment, however, that he doesn’t have an economist who has said that these bills are going to grow jobs. I agree with him that economists certainly believe that over the long term certainty is a good thing. We all agree on that. I hope all of us agree on that, and I would like to accomplish that that’s one of the reasons I’m for a big deal.

But let me give you a quote from Ben Bernanke as it relates to your saying we want to raise taxes. Nobody wants to raise taxes. I will tell my friends, I’ve been in office now for a long period of time, some 40-plus years. It takes zero courage, zero courage, to spend money and not pay for it. We believe we ought to pay for things. That’s the difference.

Taxes are the money we collect to pay for things: taxes that we collect to pay for our national security, taxes we collect to pay for researchers at NIH, taxes we pay for FBI agents to protect us from terrorists, both domestic and foreign. Those are what our taxes are. Taxes are to help our kids get a college education so we can be competitive in the international community. It’s paying for things that we’re for.

And I will tell my friend, I’m glad to see you come to the point where we’re going to agree on pay for performance. And frankly, as the gentleman knows, we’re collecting revenues at a far lesser rate than your budget asked to spend, than
your budget, the Ryan budget, which, as you well know, did not balance the budget within the next 20 years and was all on the cut side, and the gentleman well knows was not a viable document. It did pass the House of Representa-
tives; it did. I'm not sure it would have the Senate if the Republicans had been in control of the Senate.

But notwithstanding that, let me give you a quote from Ben Bernanke because I agree with you—and you and I have talked about this privately, and we’re now talking about it publically. We ought to come together. We ought to sit down. We ought to reason together. We ought to be courageous together. We ought to have the will to address the extraordinarily dangerous fiscal crisis that confronts us.

Ben Bernanke said this: We aim to push our elected leaders to face the Na-
tion’s long-term fiscal challenges with civility, honesty, and a willingness to sacrifice their own reelection. This means not kicking the can anymore. That’s why, if we abandon the sequester, that will be kicking the can. If we abandon trying to get a big deal, that will be kicking the can. This means—as he said—men reaching a deal on debt, revenue, and spending long before the deadline arrives this fall. Well, it came and it went and we failed. It means considering all options from entitlement programs, and the gentleman knows a number of speeches on having to deal with the entitlement programs. We need to do that, but we also need to deal with taxes and revenues so we pay for what we buy, and we ought to tell the American people we can’t buy that if you don’t want to pay for it.

Now, very frankly, I think in the short term, given the economic crisis, lack of jobs, and the struggling econ-
omy, raising additional revenues in that time is just not good policy, and they would not propose that, and it has not been proposed, as the gentleman knows. But I would tell my friend that paying for things—and as the gentleman knows, one of the reasons we’ve gotten into this problem was we didn’t pay for things in the last decade. We have bought a lot of stuff, and we didn’t pay for it. We asked our children to pay for it because it’s a de-
layed effect.

We didn’t pay for the wars, and we didn’t pay for the prescription bill, and we didn’t pay for the tax cuts. Simply giving up revenue, voting for tax cuts, and continuing to buy things is, frankly, I think not only not courageous but it is a disservice to this generation and generations yet to come.

And I yield to my friend.

Mr. CANTOR. I thank the gentleman, and the gentleman asks what regulations did we put forward, bills removing impediments in the regulatory process. Well, I mean the Keystone Pipeline, look at that bill. That bill says we’ll create 12,000 construction jobs right away if we can remove the necessary government redtape getting in the way of that project. So I don’t see that there’s any disagreement over that, but somehow we have your side saying that we shouldn’t do that.

And if the gentleman is so interested in paying for this, why wouldn’t he believe that that’s an issue now because we’re not saying remove the se-
quester. What we’re saying is finding cuts elsewhere but imposing that dis-
sappling. But by talking about not paying for things, what about the stim-
ulus? My goodness, that was an 800-plus billion dollar effect at the end, didn’t pay for anything, and it ended up im-
posing all kinds of debt now on us and our children and theirs.

And so I am with the gentleman: let’s be courageous. Again, our budget was put out there. In the joint select commit-
tee process, our side proposed a plan to come together, and I think that the gentleman knows on his side there were a number of things that were never any coalescence on the part of the Democrats as to a way to come to some solution.

So I’m for the courage, but seem-
ingly, after looking at the three proc-
eesses that have taken place, the Biden talks, the White House talks, and those between the Speaker and the President and the leader on the other side of the Capitol, as well as now the joint select commit-
tee, all of those did not come to a result that the gentleman’s then, let’s say, wait a minute, maybe some-
thing’s not working here. Then let’s try and see what can work and what can’t work. We really can come to-
together in a bipartisan way and find some things that we agree on. Let’s set aside those big differences, and the President even suggested back in the spring those big differences may get in the way. So, fine, let’s find a way for us to at least make some progress because Bowlus and Domenici-Rivlin both said, is not good policy, and they would not propose that, and it has not been proposed, as the gentleman knows. But I would tell my friend that paying for things—and as the gentleman knows, one of the reasons we’ve gotten into this problem was we didn’t pay for things in the last decade. We have bought a lot of stuff, and we didn’t pay for it. We asked our children to pay for it because it’s a de-
layed effect.

We didn’t pay for the wars, and we didn’t pay for the prescription bill, and we didn’t pay for the tax cuts. Simply giving up revenue, voting for tax cuts, and continuing to buy things is, frankly, I think not only not courageous but it is a disservice to this generation and generations yet to come.

And I yield to my friend.

Mr. CANTOR. I thank the gentleman, and the gentleman asks what regulations did we put forward, bills removing impediments in the regulatory process. Well, I mean the Keystone Pipeline, look at that bill. That bill says we’ll create 12,000 construction
world, but particularly those two. That’s important. That’s important to do. He and I agree. But I think it’s important to pay for it and not have my children and grandchildren pay for it, who are going to have to pay for their security in their time. And if we leave them with a debt that we will not be able to do so. That is an immoral policy, in my opinion, as well as a fiscally irresponsible policy.

So I ask my friend, I understand we’ve got to fix the problem. What you’re talking about is make sustainable entitlements. But does the gentleman agree that a component of the solution has to be dealing with revenues as well?

Mr. CANTOR. We’ve always said, certainly, there needs to be more revenue. But we need to be focused on how we can have a sustainable revenue flow, and that’s from a growing economy.

The gentleman asked me before whether we have economists that will endorse our Republican jobs-creator agenda. And, yes, the Speaker, as he knows, has issued a letter with 132 economists listed on that letter. And I must tell my friend that the gentleman before he can be reminded yet again that, yes, there are plenty of economists who embrace the notion that if we take away the impediments that Washington has put in place, that we can see a growing economy and produce more revenues.

I would say to the gentleman about his assertion about fixing the problem, he’s correct, we need more revenues. We believe we need more revenues. Let’s first see if we can fix the problem, because just paying for things by raising taxes doesn’t fix the problem.

We know the demographics of this country. We know 10,000 people every day turn 65 and become eligible for Medicare. We know that Medicare is supported by premiums and taxes paid in. And those revenues cover only a little over half the cost of the program. We know that means that every day times 10,000, you’re 50 percent in the hole. You cannot tax your way out of that. You can’t grow your way out of that. You’ve got to fix the problem.

Back to my original notion. We’re the only ones that have put a real fix on the table to that problem. And so what the gentleman says is, No, no, no, we don’t fix the problem; we just want to tax people more until sometime, somewhere we come up with a solution to fix the problem. That’s like throwing good money after bad. And raising taxes on small business people is going to get in the way of getting more revenues into Washington because you’re not going to spur the economy into a growth mode.

Again, Mr. Speaker, we have been over and over this for months. We know only one legacy of deep debt, they will not be able to do so. Is that an immoral policy, in my opinion, as well as a fiscally irresponsible policy.

So I ask my friend, I understand we’ve got to fix the problem. What you’re talking about is make sustainable entitlements. But does the gentleman agree that a component of the solution has to be dealing with revenues as well?

Mr. CANTOR. We’ve always said, certainly, there needs to be more revenue. But we need to be focused on how we can have a sustainable revenue flow, and that’s from a growing economy.

The gentleman asked me before whether we have economists that will endorse our Republican jobs-creator agenda. And, yes, the Speaker, as he knows, has issued a letter with 132 economists listed on that letter. And I must tell my friend that the gentleman before he can be reminded yet again that, yes, there are plenty of economists who embrace the notion that if we take away the impediments that Washington has put in place, that we can see a growing economy and produce more revenues.

I would say to the gentleman about his assertion about fixing the problem, he’s correct, we need more revenues. We believe we need more revenues. Let’s first see if we can fix the problem, because just paying for things by raising taxes doesn’t fix the problem.

We know the demographics of this country. We know 10,000 people every day turn 65 and become eligible for Medicare. We know that Medicare is supported by premiums and taxes paid in. And those revenues cover only a little over half the cost of the program. We know that means that every day times 10,000, you’re 50 percent in the hole. You cannot tax your way out of that. You can’t grow your way out of that. You’ve got to fix the problem.

Mr. CANTOR. I just want to thank the gentleman, and I look forward to working with him over the next 2 weeks. I just want to clarify, no one is talking about removing the sequester, absolutely not. The gentleman knows we stand there talking about making sure that we come together to find the cuts commensurate with those aimed at the Defense Department, and in lieu of those cuts, putting others in place so we can maintain our priority of the national defense of this country.

Mr. HOYER. I will assure the majority leader that we will maintain our flexibility on schedule.

I yield back the balance of my time.
ADJOURNMENT TO MONDAY, DECEMBER 5, 2011

Mr. WOODALL. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that when the House adjourns today, it adjourn to meet on Monday next, at noon for morning-hour debate and 2 p.m. for legislative business.

The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr. NUGENT). Is there objection to the request of the gentleman from Georgia?

There was no objection.

ENERGY INDEPENDENCE

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under the Speaker's announced policy of January 5, 2011, the gentleman from Georgia (Mr. WOODALL) is recognized for 60 minutes as the designer of the majority leader.

Mr. WOODALL. Mr. Speaker, I thank you for the time.

You know, for folks who aren’t accustomed to seeing what you and I just saw, it’s a quite a treat. I mean, about—what does it turn out to be? In about 45 minutes, we’ve had the majority leader for the Republicans and the minority whip for the Democrats lay out in intricate detail the differences that we’re facing here as well as the commonalities that we’re facing here. That hasn’t happened in a little while. It was a little more spirited today than it sometimes is as they come down on Friday afternoons to share with each other what the schedule will be going forward, but that’s always a treat to see, and I hope folks enjoyed being able to be a part of that.

What I have on my mind today is twofold. We’re talking about jobs. All day, every day in this body we’re talking about jobs. And much like you saw the majority leader and the minority whip lay out competing opinions, competing views of what America should look like going forward, we have competing views about what creates American jobs. And I will tell you that, Mr. Speaker, we sometimes spend too much time talking about the creation side that we ignore the destruction side. Because it’s absolutely about creating jobs, but it’s so much easier to stop killing jobs.

Creating jobs, we can disagree about how to make that happen—lots of different proposals on the table—but destroying jobs should be something that we agree we should never happen. Should be something that we say day in and day out we’re not going to let happen. And that’s the case as we talk about energy independence. Energy independence.

I’m going to quote my Georgia colleague, Jimmy Carter, Mr. Speaker. He was giving a speech in 1979. He said: “In a little more than two decades, we’ve gone from a position of energy independence to one in which almost half of the oil we use comes from foreign countries at prices that are going through the roof.”

Sound familiar? Mr. Speaker, does it sound familiar? This was a speech given in 1979. “In a little more than two decades, we’ve gone from a position of energy independence to one in which almost half the oil we use comes from foreign countries at prices that are going through the roof.”

I’ll tell you what—my Georgia colleague. President Carter, said: “I am, tonight”—in his 1979 speech—“setting a goal for the energy policy of the United States. Beginning this moment,” he said, “this Nation will never use more foreign oil than we did in 1977—never.”

Hear that. The speech given in 1979 by the President who created the Department of Energy, whose sole mission was to wean the United States from foreign oil and create domestic capacity to meet all of America’s energy needs, not just because of jobs but because of national security is what the President said. “Beginning at this moment, this Nation will never use more foreign oil than we did in 1977—never.”

Well, sadly, that has not come to fruition, and we’re going to talk a little bit more about why that is.

Quoting again from President Jimmy Carter: “From now on, every new addition to our energy demand will be from our own production and our own conservation. The generation-long growth in our dependence on foreign oil will be stopped dead in its tracks.”

Folks, this is President Jimmy Carter—20 of the more liberal Presidents that we’ve had in our lifetime—from my great State of Georgia. I’m going to be one of the most conservative Members that we have in this U.S. House of Representatives, and I agree with absolutely everything he said. I was 9 years old when he said it: never use more foreign oil than we use at this moment in 1977; every new demand for domestic energy will come from our own production and our own conservation.

The generation-long growth in our dependence on foreign oil will be stopped dead in its tracks.”

Folks, this is President Jimmy Carter. I’m not trying to give you the answer: Because the United States government wouldn’t give them a single permit to drill. Fast forward, 1980, after President Jimmy Carter’s speech that said we will never import more oil, we didn’t. We’re blessed. We do. There are countries that we ignore the destruction side.

We disagree that reducing government regulation creates jobs? That was an honest question. Name one economist who believes that reducing government regulation creates jobs.

Folks, look at the Gulf of Mexico. Look at the Gulf of Mexico. Mr. Speaker, you know as I do, as you are from that part of the world, that America’s largest shallow water oil drilling company declared bankruptcy in the midst of some of the highest costs per barrel of oil that the world has ever seen. Why? Why, Mr. Speaker, would a U.S. oil producer, the largest in the country, declare bankruptcy when the price that we’re getting for a barrel of oil is among the highest in world history?
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I’ll give you the answer: Because the United States government wouldn’t give them a single permit to drill. Hear that. More oil imports from around the world than ever before in American history, focus on both sides of the aisle on creating jobs, and they’re not drilling, and they’re not drilling, and they’re not drilling, and they’re not drilling, and they’re not drilling. Shallow water oil producer in America goes out of business because the American Government won’t give them permits.

Tell me, who believes, Mr. Speaker, that that didn’t cost jobs, that that regulatory decision to refuse to allow Americans to drill for American oil in American waters, as they have for decades, who believes that didn’t cost us a job?

Now, good news. Good news. Those rigs that we would have been using to drill for American oil, they’re not being moth-balled. They’ve just gone overseas to drill for foreign oil that we’ll then be able to pay top dollar to get back in America.

Folks, why? Why? This is an energy independence issue, and it is a jobs issue, and it is a national security issue.

Look back: 1980, after President Jimmy Carter’s speech that said we will never import more oil, importing, here, six million, almost seven million, barrels a day.

Fast forward, 2008. That number’s almost doubled to 13. It’s almost doubled to 13. Folks, we’re rich with energy in this country.

Mr. Speaker, you know, as I do, we have been blessed. There are countries around this world that don’t have access to fresh water. We do. There are countries around this world that don’t have access to beaches and to mountains and to waterways, and we do. There are countries around this globe that don’t have access to energy, but we do.

Mr. Speaker, who is it who decides that we can’t harness U.S. energy? Who is it? Is it some sort of natural law of nature that says we can’t harness U.S. energy?

No. It’s the folks who sit in these chairs. It’s the folks who sit in these